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There is a growing amount of research on the development of PTSD and its various treatments. The fact that many people who suffer from PTSD struggle with the currently approved therapeutic options that are available to them suggests that we need to start exploring alternative strategies to treat this disorder. With the large number of veterans returning home from war that may have or will develop PTSD, we must have a diverse framework of therapy and integration in place for them.

Alternative options that are currently being explored for the treatment of PTSD include MDMA-assisted psychotherapy and marijuana. Current research indicates that ayahuasca mimics mechanisms of currently accepted treatments to PTSD, and its use as an alternative treatment for other types of disorders are also being considered. However, in order to understand the implications of ayahuasca in the treatment of PTSD, we need to understand how PTSD develops, which involves memory formation.

Memory can be divided into three types: perceptual memory, episodic memory, and semantic memory. Before it reaches conscious awareness, information from the outside world first passes through the sensory cortices of our brain. This is perceptual memory. Sensory input then travels up to higher processing regions. Within our limbic system lies the hippocampus and amygdala. The cognitive aspect of memory occurs in the hippocampus. There, we are able to perceive the sensory information and form “episodic” memories. The amygdala links the episodic memory to the associated emotions. At this stage, when an event is recalled the original sensations and emotions are replayed with it.

Over time, relevant information from episodic memory is transferred to the neocortex to create semantic memory networks. Here the information is integrated into your general knowledge, and becomes available for understanding events in the future. It is in the cortex that we assign meaning to our memories. A feedback loop from the cortex to the hippocampus then tells it to weaken the episodic memory. The memory can then be recalled without provoking the original sensations and emotions.

In PTSD, the brain fails to appropriately consolidate and integrate episodic memories into the semantic memory system. The memory and its associated emotions become trapped in the hippocampus, so that whenever the adverse memory is triggered...
it is recalled as if the traumatic event is being re-experienced. The resulting hyperarousal leads many trauma victims to develop maladaptive coping mechanisms. In an attempt to prevent stimulation of intense fear, they seek ways, such as substance abuse, to avoid or numb out to triggers.

The American Psychiatric Association (APA) outlines three approaches to the treatment of PTSD: psychopharmacology, psychotherapy, and education and support. The goal of treatment is to eliminate or decrease flashbacks, nightmares, and other intrusive symptoms, allowing avoidance and arousal symptoms to subside. Successful recovery requires the disrupted process of cortical memory consolidation and integration to be reestablished. The patient must be able to discuss the traumatic event without replaying the original emotional intensity.

Once the images are no longer intrusive the event can be integrated into regular life. Only then will the victim come to understand their past trauma, and thus come to terms with it. In PTSD, the blockade of hippocampal outflow to the cortex needs to be reestablished so that the episodic memory can be weakened and the semantic memory created. Because it is limited to the cortical level of the brain, simple catharsis (expression of the traumatic event) is not sufficient to successfully treat PTSD symptoms. Effective treatments must target the limbic system.

When using psychotherapeutic treatments, many professionals in the field believe fear must be experienced before it can be reduced or eliminated. Exposure therapy is considered to be any therapy where the client is exposed to a fear memory as part of the therapy. With sufficient exposure, clients adapt to the trauma by altering its meaning in a way that desensitizes them to trauma-related triggers, thus reducing their experienced fear.

Three types of exposure therapies that are recognized as evidence-based practice for treatment of PTSD include: prolonged exposure (flooding), cognitive restructuring, and eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) therapy. These exposure therapies target the emotional aspects of fear memories mediated by the amygdala. Stimulation to these areas releases the memories to the cortex so they can finally be processed and integrated into the victim’s life with meaning.

From the psychotherapeutic standpoint, ayahuasca is similar to exposure therapy. Intention-setting is a common ritual in many ayahuasca practices. Users with traumatic histories have the opportunity to set their intentions to their traumas.
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To ensure that the proper measures of caution are considered, it may be useful to pre-screen interested participants and patients that want to take ayahuasca to treat their PTSD. Because there are contraindications for the monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) component of ayahuasca, pre-screening patients for the presence of these substances is important. Additionally, careful assessment during pre-screening is important to determine whether the patient is ready for this kind of therapy, because exposure therapies run the risk of being re-traumatizing. These should be taken into consideration before taking ayahuasca. This is especially important for people with PTSD who may be on various medications.

This study into the therapeutic potential of ayahuasca for PTSD is in the preliminary stages. The initial connections in this framework have been made, and we welcome additional collaborators, data donors, and funders to contact us regarding working towards this project.
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